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And our main tools and theoretical beginning 
points start where?

Anthropology is  a social science that breaks 
down barriers between naturalistic and 

humanistic fields. 

It’s a rich, powerful and integrative 
perspective that reveals who this “unplugged 

human” really is!   

It involves a holistic, comparative, and 
integrative set of methods and theories let’s 

us begin our exploration!



Working Sub-fields of 
Anthropology

� Biological (physical) anthropology
� Human origins and evolution-biology in relation to the rise and origin 

of culture

� Socio-cultural anthropology
» Diversity of world-wide cultural, political, social values, ideologies, economic, 

religious, kinship systems and how they interrelate to facilitate survival;
» Applied Anthropology

» Linguistic Anthropology
» Origin, structure, neurological bases, cultural manisfesttions, and linguistic 

evolution of world languages from a common ancestral

Archaeology
» Reconstructions of extinct cultures  (prehistoric)
» Dating techniques, faunal and flora analysis, geological analysis,
» Artifactual



Key Anthropological 
Concepts

ethnocentrism (avoiding it); 
cultural relativity (embracing it);

not imposing cross-cultural judgments and 
explanations (refraining from it);



Typical Topics
� Extinct cultures, excavation of past mostly 

prehistoric societies, the fauna and flora of 
the past, how people made a 
living..reconstructing the origins of 
societies..and their  relationships to varying 
environments

� Origin, form, of human evolution, the rise  of 
language, and social significance of forms of 
communication..how language changed the 
human species..relying on symbolism!!



Typical Topics in Anthropology
� Ethnographic studies of .....Kinship, social values, origin 

myths, politics, art, customs, economic systems, 
technology, religion, courtship, marriage, residence 
patterns, gender, sex roles, infant care practices, sleep 
patterns, health and disease (dealing with it),  economics, 
birthing babies, architecture, socialization, politics (law), 
govermance and many more

� Human origins and evolution, evolutionary medicine, 
human physiology and anatomy, population genetics, 
epigenetics, life history theory, adaptations, monkeys and 
apes, evolutionary theory, mechanisms of evolution 
(natural selection, mutation, gene flow, genetic drift)  



On the biological side
� How evolution works (mechanisms) promoting change 

through time;

� How do field and laboratory studies of nonhuman 
primates give us clues about our own evolution;

� Interested in the relationship between ‘phylogeny’ the 
inter-relationships between evolving different species
through time (past and present) reconstructions  and 
‘ontogeny’ the developmental stages of the individual
(you and me)and how long it takes to go through various 
biological stages and the ever critical transactions 
between culture and biology;



Using a ‘comparative’ approach and ‘lines 
of evidence’  which means what?

� Cross-species comparisons  (especially with nonhuman 
primates) 

� Cross-cultural comparisons..how similar and different 
are cultures worldwide and what causes them to be 
different;

� Evolutionary prehistoric models of human origins and 
evolution using the fossil record (paleo-anthropology) 
and archaeological material; 

� Developmental experiences, socialization, pre and 
post natal events, physical and cultural settings;



For example, here are the four major  lines of intersecting
evidence below from which topical data and a conversation 

can begin.

abuse and 
neglect

Cross-cultural
(*range of global 
cultural diversity

Cross-species comparison

Evolutionary

Developmental/Environmental/Psycho-
biological /Epigenetic/ Neurological

origins?

functions?

selective 
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What is human?
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reproduction
theory of mind



I always tell my students....
“Anthropology was made for 
the person who never could 
make up there mind as to 
what they want to major in 

(as it’s any and all 
disciplines in one)

Personal anecdote and an 
aside….



Stanley Kubrick “2001 “The perfect visual metaphor 
for illustrating what anthropology tries to do..from

the first insight leading to a primitive tool to 
astounding achievements (Novel by Arthur Clark)

� Anthropologists try to fill in the dots, connecting fossil 
ancestors, looking for cultural –technological continuities 
between present and past, including evolving human cultural 
behavior (tools) and morphological adaptations 

From 
this To that



John Bowlby introduced concept of: 

Environment of Evolutionary 
Adaptedness (the EEA)

� To explain contemporary human behavior, 
development and human adaptations... 

reference to contemporary social and physical environment 
are insufficient…

� Rather, reference must be made to the original  
environment within which infancy and survival 
strategies including all of human behavior evolved…

� the hunting-gathering collecting lifestyle of our 
hominid/human evolutionary ancestors…



Remember what Mr. Churchill said many years ago…



For 99% of our evolution 
we humans  were nomadic 

SO…

Let’s

Look

WAAAY

BACK



Parents evolved in a real place. So did infants!



Hunting, Gathering, 
Foraging, and Fishing..the
human universal economy 
throughout the ‘shaping’ 
and evolution of the human 
form!!!



Recall Stanley Kubrick’s “2001” scenes  as the 
perfect visual metaphor..for what anthropologists try  
to do i.e. filling in the anatomical, physiological and 

behavioral dots to reconstruct human evolution? 

� Soooo.....       Here we go

From 
this To that



What evidence would you need to figure out what a ‘day in the 
life’ of an 800,000 year Homo erectus family might be like? 

(Or other questions about human behavior)



The evolution of the human brain…increasing 
encephalization relative to body mass..ties into (makes 

possible) cultural achievements 

� increasing complex problem solving abilities achieved through socio-cultural 
mechanisms in transaction with human developmental biology.

movement toward regionalized tools and technologies, enhanced 
communication and interpretive social- skills, extended, bi-parental care in 
the context of more enduring male-female sexual relationships, symbolic 
behavior (language)  and an increasingly more diverse and  efficient 
material culture 

MODERN 
HUMAN

MODERN 
CHIMPANZEE



3mya  2mya 1mya  .5mya Today 

↓ Humans → → → →
↓
↓

Homo sapiens
sapiens

The Hominins

Filling  in the dots  physical –morphological-behavioral 
dots…reconstructing human origins

Meet the family……real ancestors and real living people



Changing morphologies and
Changing behavior over time

130,000 
ya

800,000 
years ago

32,000 
ya

400,000 
years 
ago

150,00 years 
ago



To Illustrate…Human Brain Size Relates functionally to ever 
increasingly impressive changes in social skills and cultural behavior 

and technology

-------------]
Modern
Human 
size
Range
]

________]



To Illustrate…Human Brain Quality and Volume Is 
Related Generally to the Rise of Human Culture

-------------]
Modern
Human 
size
Range
]

________]
Wood? stone 

choppers,
unifacial 

flaked toolsl

Fire, shelters,
systematic 
hunting, 

clothing, hand 
axes, flake tools, 

migrations

Language, 
burials,religion? 
integrated tools, 

agriculture, pottery, 
sedantism



Especially immobile infants require 
transportation and  protection from 

predators. 
But was it really that dangerous?

Oh, yah!!!
You could really say that…

(especially for a 3 to 4 foot, 70 pound 
slow running, clawless, fang-less, upright 
walking, weapon-less, fire-less, hominine)



Felididae: Sabertooth Cats
Especially up against this!!…Meet the neighbors!



Felids…(Megantereon)across 
three continents



Yes..we were the prey!! Not yet ‘masters 
of the universe’ with riflesJ



Australopithecus…..4 
million-1.2 million years 
ago..

…coping with carnivores 
without extensive weaponry 
or fire!!



John Bowlby introduced concept of: 

Environment of Evolutionary 
Adaptedness (the EEA)

� To explain contemporary human development, 
emotions, morphology and behavioral proclivities 
reference to contemporary social and physical 
environments are insufficient…

� Rather, reference must be made to the original  
environment within which infancy and survival 
strategies including all of human behavior evolved…

� the hunting-gathering collecting lifestyle of our 
hominine/human evolutionary ancestors…



Model #1
Zero to One year 
old babies.
(Developmental 
age alone is all 
this physician 
needs.)

Model #2
How did human 
evolution, the 
physician ponders, 
influence how this 
baby will respond to 
what I recommend?


